On the Horizon

April 8: Total Solar Eclipse

On April 8, you can join a coalition of National Park Service sites as they prepare to welcome visitors for this once-in-a-lifetime event. Numerous National Park Service sites are preparing to host special viewing events, and visitors are encouraged to wear protective glasses and follow park guidelines to ensure a safe and enjoyable experience.

Numerous sites will be open from June 30 to August 31, 2024, for the total solar eclipse. Sites from Texas to Maine will be able to view the total solar eclipse. For details and a list of participating parks, please visit the Total Solar Eclipse website.

Advocacy Actions

In March, the Coalition submitted comments on numerous regional haze plans. They held all accountable for reducing air pollution and protecting our national parks for the future.

On the Hill

April 5: 公众．

The Coalition submitted comments on the FY 2025 Interior Department regional haze state implementation plans. They held states accountable for reducing air pollution and protecting our national parks for the future.

Members Only

March 2024

The Coalition added 40 new members in March, for a total of 2,638. They can join and volunteers. Know anyone interested in pursuing in April?

In This Brief

Our mailing address:

Washington, DC 20013

Our website: www.coalitiontopt.org

For more information, please visit our website at www.coalitiontopt.org or contact us at info@coalitiontopt.org.

Coalition News

The Coalition is pursuing the addition of new members in April. They can join and contribute to the work of the Coalition.

Advocacy Actions

The Coalition submitted comments on numerous regional haze state implementation plans. They held states accountable for reducing air pollution and protecting our national parks for the future.
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